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Feature 

As we approach the end of the year, it is time for most of us to reflect on our 

accomplishments and make our resolutions for the New Year. In the spirit of the season, we 

would like to offer you a review of 2003, including Toshiba's hit parade of cool mobile and 

wireless products and innovative concepts for home networking. 

Speak up with the Pocket PC e400 

The Pocket PC e400 offers the functionality one expects from a Personal Digital Assistant 

(PDA), allowing you to organize your schedule or manage your contacts. Moreover, this 

device features a voice recorder feature, enabling you to 

record reminders, ideas, or meetings and listen to the 

playback at a later time. 

Voice command software enables truly hands-free 

interaction between users and their Pocket PCs. Quickly 

access appointment times with the "Calendar" command 

or an important e-mail address with the "Contacts" 

command. Listen to audio playback of text files, such as 

e-mails while cooking your dinner, enabled by the "text to 

speech" functionality. So, now you can record and listen 

to your New Year's resolutions, making sure you follow through on those important to-do's 

you want to accomplish. 

Cinema news: the ET1 goes home 

With Toshiba's ET1 LCD projector, any home becomes a cinema. You can choose between 

the 4:3 conventional television-size viewing or the 16:9 big-screen experience. Since this 

projector can function perfectly within a minimum distance of only 0.7 metres from the 

screen, there is plenty of room available for seating. Curl up on the couch with your 

favourite movie. 

A Notebook for all Seasons 

This year, the notebook computing experience underwent a number of enhancements as 

new multimedia and wireless functionalities were incorporated into the system. Here is a 

round-up of the latest developments in notebooks and Tablet PCs. 

Tablet PC: an intuitive interface for the dreamer in you 

The Portégé M200 Tablet PC is perfect for the writer, the artist 

and the student. Capture the ideas and images that come to 

mind the instant they happen or take more detailed notes in 

class to enhance your grades. Boasting the world's first ultra-

bright 12.1" SXGA+ TFT polysilicon display along with the 

NVIDIA GeForce FX Go5200 chipset, the Portégé M200 allows 

for enhanced graphics performance. Enjoy easy and simple 

anywhere, anytime connection due to the WLAN and Bluetooth 

plus ConfigFree software that allows for easy wireless 
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Feature 

connectivity. In addition to its Tablet PC mode, the innovative Tablet Multi Dock gives you 

added docking flexibility. 

Performance at an affordable price 

With the Satellite A30, you get the power you need at a price 

that you can afford. The Intel Celeron and Intel Pentium 4 

processors onboard allow you to run the most demanding 

applications. With its multimedia capabilities and extensive 

connectivity features, it's the ideal all-in-one portable solution -

- the perfect choice for students, home users and business 

professionals on the move.  

Multimedia entertainment and performance - wrapped in a silver and red case 

Get more enjoyment out of your favourite movies and 

computer games with the state-of-the-art 17-inch wide screen 

of the Satellite P20. With NVIDIA graphics and harman/kardon 

stereo sound, the Satellite P20 is ideal for multimedia mobile 

computing, whether watching movies, playing games or 

delivering presentations. This mobile work and entertainment 

platform is a true desktop replacement. 

Work smart. Look smart. The ideal notebook for a wireless, 

mobile lifestyle 

Toshiba rounded out its innovations in notebook technology this 

year with the Satellite M30 series. Combining high performance 

and entertainment capabilities, the Satellite M30 series features a 

15.4" wide-screen display and a powerful NVIDIA® GeForce™ 

graphics engine. Powered by Intel® Centrino™ mobile technology, 

the Satellite M30 is perfect for business or pleasure. 

Hotspots heat up 

Hotspots, areas covered by a wireless access point that 

allow people to connect to the Internet without cables, 

are becoming increasingly more popular. In addition to 

its wireless-enabled devices (such as Pocket PCs, 

Tablet PCs and notebooks), Toshiba is implementing 

hotspot solutions, based on its broadband-wireless 

access point hardware, in North America and Europe. 

Toshiba's hotspot solutions include hardware, support 

and a billing solution, making it easy for users to get 

connected. This is already the case in Chicago where 

Toshiba teamed up with McDonald's and Wi-Fi to bring wireless service to McDonald's 

restaurants. London's Café Grand Prix has also implemented this technology. Now 

customers can catch up on e-mail while enjoying a snack, meal or beverage. 
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Wi-Fi onboard + the Magnia SG30 = wireless home network 

Wireless home networks are making it increasingly easy for family members to access the 

Internet, communicate, work and play from anywhere in the 

home. With a wireless-enabled Pocket PC or notebook, users 

can share photos, do online research, exchange files or stream 

music from the server. 

The Magnia SG30 (combined with Wi-Fi-enabled devices) 

makes this happen, offering easy out-of-the-box, secure home 

networking at an affordable price. Even users with little or no 

computing experience can achieve full networking in less than 

30 minutes. This wireless home network comes with advanced data protection, so you 

won't have to worry about security or loss of important information. 

Home entertainment and networking concepts - fun for the whole 

family 

Toshiba presented its "wireless entertainment home network" at the world's largest 

consumer electronics trade show, IFA (Internationale Funkausstellung") this August. 

Consumers were given a glimpse of what their wireless home 

life would look like in the very near future. At its innovation 

stage, Toshiba presented a model of a home wirelessly 

networked using Wi-Fi technology. The four rooms of this 

networked "home" contained the latest in Toshiba products, 

such as notebooks and Toshiba's new LCD TVs. Enjoying the 

yard took on a whole new meaning with the "terrace" room, 

where the user could watch the news, check e-mail or listen to 

a few favourite MP3s. The bedroom introduced a television and 

Magnia SG20 setup that supported video streaming capabilities, which allows users to 

download MPEG files (digital movies) as they are being aired!  

2003 marked a number of exciting developments in mobile and wireless computing and 

networking. The highlights of Toshiba's 2003 innovations include: enhanced usability, 

exemplified by the Tablet PC and Pocket PC; increased wireless and mobility through 

Toshiba's notebooks, hotspot services and home networking solutions; expanded 

multimedia entertainment in Toshiba's multimedia notebooks, the home cinema projector 

and the home networking concept; and finally, the networked home which is something to 

look forward to in 2004 as we see more innovations in this area.  


